
Providing hands-on intervention to save 
Canadian species from extinction.

Yellow-banded bumble bee
Bombus terricola
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Since 1985, we’ve been saving critically 
endangered species – species whose 
numbers in the wild are so low 
that a great deal more than habitat 
protection is required to recover them.  

Many other organizations preserve 
habitat, lobby for better laws and 
policies, raise awareness and educate 
the public. While we often partner 
with these organizations, Wildlife 
Preservation Canada plays a unique 
role: taking direct action to prevent 
species on the brink of extinction from 
being lost forever.

Wildlife Preservation 
Canada exists to save 
species from extinction 
through hands-on action.

The rusty-patched bumble bee (Bombus affinis), pictured left, is 
a reminder of what can happen if we sit idle while pollinator 
habitat is threatened. At one time the rusty-patched bumble 
bee was one of the most common species buzzing around our 
meadows, but sadly it has not been seen in Canada since 2009. 
Other bumble bee species are headed for a similar fate due to 
habitat loss, climate change, pesticides, and other factors.

MESSAGE 
FROM THE 

PRESIDENT

Cover photo: Sarah Johnson
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Once a species becomes rare enough to 

warrant the label ‘endangered’ it is a long 

road to recovery for the biologists who race 

against time to boost its numbers in captivity 

and in the wild. Celebration is well earned 

when a species recovers enough to move it to 

the safer ‘threatened’ status, or even better 

‘vulnerable’. 

Giant pandas are no longer endangered, but it 

took 30 years for biologists to discover how to 

get this species to breed in captivity, and just 

as long to restore the bamboo forests in China 

that now support a healthy wild population. 

In 2017, the iconic and endangered Northern 

brown kiwi of New Zealand was reclassified 

as vulnerable after decades of invasive 

predator eradication, translocations to island 

sanctuaries and artificial incubation of eggs to 

boost nest survival. 

Wildlife Preservation Canada developed a 

highly effective captive breeding program for 

the critically endangered eastern loggerhead 

shrike, which in 2017 produced a record 128 

juveniles who were released. We are learning 

how to captive breed yellow-banded bumble 

bees, so that in the coming years we can 

breed its close relative the rusty-patched 

bumble bee and reintroduce this endangered 

pollinator back into Ontario. In 2017, we reared 

and released hundreds of frogs, turtles, and 

butterflies that are species at risk.

For many endangered and threatened species 

habitat protection alone is not enough for the 

species to recover. Long-term commitments, 

cutting-edge conservation techniques and 

a passionate team is the key to preventing 

extinctions and giving these species a second 

chance.

Dr. Bridget Stutchbury
Professor of Biology, York University
President, Wildlife Preservation Canada

MESSAGE 
FROM THE 

PRESIDENT
What does it take to save a species from extinction? Creativity, optimism, and persistence.
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Cutting-edge conservation science
Simulated pond environments are an important tool in our Oregon spotted 
frog recovery program. The naturalized enclosures ensure a complex 
environment and micro biomes on the frog's skin. These micro biomes form a 
crucial part of their immune system, providing competitive bacteria and fungi 
to out compete harmful pathogens. A collaborative study with the University 
of British Columbia is testing the effectiveness of the simulated ponds on the 
diversity and resilience of these micro biomes.

Our Pillars of Success
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For many species at risk, 

habitat protection alone is not 

enough. Recovery requires 

science-based techniques 

such as conservation breeding, 

headstarting, reintroduction, 

and translocation.

G

Hands-on Intervention
We provide young scientists 

across Canada with 

opportunities to develop skills 

and hands-on experience for 

future careers in endangered 

species recovery. 

Building Capacity

Solid science is at the center of 

our recovery strategies. As our 

scientists develop and refine new 

species recovery techniques, we 

share our data and best practices 

with the public, for the benefit of all.

R

Measurable Results
Species recovery is a team 

effort between government, 

educational institutions, NGOs, 

industry partners, landowners, 

and concerned individuals. Only 

when we work together will we 

see sustainable results.

.

-

Collaboration

Our Pillars of Success
Our operating model is based on our thirty-plus years of experience and a 
lifetime of learning by our founder, Gerald Durrell. We are unique; the only 
organization in Canada which is addressing the critical survival needs of 
multiple wild animal populations at risk in multiple locations around the 
country. But we are realistic enough to know that we can’t do it alone.
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144
shrike chicks raised 

in the breeding 
program

1617% 26
shrikes were released 

with Motus radio 
network tags

of wild shrikes 
originated from our 

release program

confirmed wild 
shrike breeding pairs

EASTERN 
LOGGERHEAD 

SHRIKE 
RECOVERY

2017 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Eastern loggerhead shrike
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Grassland bird populations are crashing. Canadians often associate birds with trees, 
and thus forests. But our forests are in much better shape than our grasslands - most 
of which have been lost to agriculture and development. The steepest declines in our 
bird populations are now being seen among the grassland and insectivorous species 
which used to be so common in rural Canada.

Wildlife Preservation Canada takes a lead 
role in the recovery strategy for the eastern 
loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus alvarensis), 
a critically endangered songbird. The recovery 
program centers on a conservation breeding 
operation designed to augment the wild 
population. 

2017 was a record setting year for the 
conservation breeding program. We raised an 
all-time high of 144 young, of which 128 were 
banded and released at the two sites in Ontario 
where the eastern loggerhead shrike still breeds 
in the wild. The rest were kept to replenish the 
breeding stock in the conservation breeding 
operations. This is important to maintain a 
healthy genetic pool for ongoing breeding. 

The wild population was also on the rise in 2017. 
Our field biologists confirmed that there were 
25 breeding pairs between the two sites, plus 
an additional pair reported online in an outlying 
area that hasn’t hosted a breeding pair since 
2011. This is a significant increase from just 18 
pairs in 2016, and only 11 in 2015. With 17% of 
this year's wild population originating from the 
breeding program, it's clear that our effort is 
making a difference.

Of the 128 birds released, sixteen were equipped 
with Motus radio network tags. These tags, 
which are about the weight of a dime, are 
important to help us fill knowledge gaps about 
shrike migration patterns. Results from 
previous years of tracking show that 
our birds take two different migration 
routes, with some heading southwest 
along the Great Lakes to enter the 
United States near Windsor whereas 
other birds head south across Lake 
Ontario.

This program has succeeded in 
preventing the wild population from 
dying out and disappearing from 
Canada’s landscape. Going forward, we 
are planning to double the size of the 
conservation breeding operation by 
encouraging partnerships in the U.S., 
so we can begin rebuilding the wild 
population to a sustainable size.

This was a great year for the shrike 
program! With a record number of 

releases, wild numbers continuing to 
climb, and growing interest from potential 
new partners in the United States, things 

really are feeling hopeful. If we can 
maintain this momentum, recovery of the 

species truly feels achievable.
- Hazel Wheeler, Lead Biologist
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9
hectares of 
massasauga 

rattlesnake habitat 
restored

3751,327 147
meters of road 

fencing installed 
to prevent snake 

mortality

Oregon spotted 
frogs raised in 
captivity and 

released

Western painted 
turtles collected and 

headstarted

REPTILES &
AMPHIBIANS

Massasauga rattlesnake

2017 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
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No group of animals is at 
greater risk than reptiles 
and amphibians. Forty-six of 

Canada's reptile and amphibian species 
are listed as threatened or endangered. Of 
our ten native freshwater turtle species, 
two have already been lost and all of the 
remaining eight are at risk. The statistics for 
our frogs, snakes, salamanders, and other 
herpetofauna are similarly depressing. 

Wildlife Preservation Canada coordinates 
conservation breeding programs for the Oregon 
spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) and the endangered 
coastal population of the western painted turtle 
(Chrysemys picta bellii). We are also involved in recovery 
work for several at-risk snakes, including the 
massasauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus). 

Our western painted turtle program salvages eggs 
from nests that would have otherwise been destroyed 
or disturbed, and 'headstarts' the hatchlings until they 
are large enough to have a good chance of survival 
in the wild. In 2017, we released 147 healthy young 
turtles back into the wild. 

The Oregon spotted frog is one of our most 
endangered amphibians. Only a few hundred 
individuals are left in Canada, and the species is 
seriously at risk throughout its U.S. range as well.  
In 2017, the wild population received a significant 
boost with the release of 1,327 froglets raised in 
the conservation breeding program. In the wild, 
eggs and tadpoles suffer a naturally high rate of 
predation. By achieving a much higher survival rate 
under our controlled conditions, we are helping the 
wild population recover at a faster rate than would 
otherwise be possible.

We are working with massasauga rattlesnakes 
at multiple sites in Ontario. At one location, nine 
hectares of rare prairie habitat were enhanced by 
creating 50 woody debris structures that offer shelter 
for pregnant females. We also removed a significant 
quantity of invasive plants from the habitat, providing 
a chance for the native species to return. At another 
location where a large population is threatened 
by potential future development, we are gradually 
shifting the population by translocating neonates 
(baby snakes) into safer territory. This approach is 
necessary because the adults have such a strong 
bond with their winter hibernating site that they 
rarely survive being translocated.

Road mortality is a major threat to reptiles 
and amphibians. In 2017, we surveyed over 
1000 km of roads to collect data about 
road-killed animals, resulting in 900 new 
records for our database. At one site, we 
installed 375 meters of barrier fencing to 
reduce road mortality and divert animals to 
an existing under-road culvert.

Future plans include a program to 
scientifically document and disseminate 
best practices for reptile and amphibian 
recovery, and to launch new projects to save 
important surviving breeding populations 
before it is too late.

Oregon spotted frog

Western painted turtle

The conservation of iconic wetland species 
including Oregon spotted frog and western 
painted turtle help to conserve at all levels; 
individuals, populations, and habitats. By 

closely monitoring these species we are able 
to assess not only their success but also the 
general health of their habitats and other 

species using those habitats.
- Andrea Gielens, Lead Biologist
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NATIVE
POLLINATORS

Taylor's checkerspot butterfly

2017 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
299

artificial bumble bee 
nest boxes installed 

in pilot study

52,030 255
new pollinator 

habitats planted 
through seed grants

bumble bee records 
from Ontario 

monitoring program

Taylor's checkerspot 
caterpillars reared 

and released in B.C.
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Conservation efforts for most bee 
communities are hindered by a lack of 
understanding of natural populations, 

their dynamics, and their individual 
requirements. We are exploring these 

elements, and, aided by the power 
of our volunteer citizen scientists, 

we are developing a solid framework 
upon which effective, evidence-based 

recovery strategies can be built. 
- Genevieve Rowe, 

Ontario Coordinator

Canada's pollinators are in trouble. Twenty-seven butterflies and moths are classified as 
Endangered here in Canada. Some have already been lost. Our bees are also imperiled and 
in 2012, the rusty-patched bumble bee (Bombus affinis) was listed as Endangered and is 
now clinging to life in only a few small patches of its former range. 

In response, Wildlife Preservation Canada 
created a national pollinator recovery initiative 
to address these declines through hands-on 
species recovery work.  

A key element of our program is the 
development of conservation breeding 
techniques that can be used to help rebuild wild 
populations of bees such as the yellow-banded 
bumble bee (Bombus terricola) and its close cousin, 
the endangered rusty-patched (Bombus affinis). In 
2017 our experimental yellow-banded bumble 
bee breeding operation produced seven next 
generation queens, up from four in 2016, even 
though fewer wild-caught queens were available 
in 2017. This result raises hope that breeding 
and release will be a useful tool for the future of 
bumble bee conservation

Conservation breeding for butterflies is more 
well-established. Our recovery program for 
the endangered Taylor's checkerspot butterfly 
(Euphydrayas editha taylori) reared and released 
255 caterpillars in 2017 to boost Canada's last 
surviving population of this species. 

Our citizen science program was busy in 2017, 
hosting training workshops and field trips to 
teach citizen scientists how to survey for
bumble bees and collect data for a database 

which we maintain in partnership with several 
other like-minded organizations.

We initiated an ambitious bumble bee nest 
box monitoring program in 2017, installing 196 
artificial nest boxes across southern and central 
Ontario, and 103 in Alberta. This research will 
continue in 2018 and we anticipate that this will 
become a valuable tool for future bumble bee 
monitoring and conservation.

Lastly, we expanded our involvement in 
habitat restoration and creation by launching a 
Wildflower Seed Grant program, sponsored by 
Burt's Bees, through which we supported five 
worthy pollinator habitat projects across the 
country.

The next hurdle for our bumble bee breeding 
experiment is to develop artificial hibernation 
techniques so our captive-bred queens can 
successfully overwinter and start new colonies 
in the spring. Meanwhile, we are looking to scale 
up our Taylor's checkerspot breeding operation 
to support the establishment of new wild 
populations, and we are exploring the potential 
to launch conservation breeding and release 
operations for other endangered butterfly 
species across Canada.
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Since 1990, the Canada’s New Noah program has given young biologists the 
opportunity of a lifetime. Each year, Wildlife Preservation Canada selects one 
graduate student from applicants across Canada for the coveted position at the Durrell 
Conservation Academy in Mauritius. Our 2017 New Noah was Rachael Derbyshire.

CANADA'S 
NEW NOAH

Rachael grew up on the outskirts of Brantford, 
Ontario in a home directly across from the 
Grand River. Her parents were self-described 
“nature nuts”, so Rachael spent much of 
her childhood outdoors. Lacking household 
distractions such as cable TV, she found 
creative ways to explore nature, rain or shine. 
It was through these experiences that Rachael 
developed a deep appreciation and respect 
for the environment, one that she would carry 
with her all the way to Mauritius in the Indian 
Ocean as Canada’s New Noah.  

Rachael took her passion for animals from 
the forests of her childhood to her university 
classroom, completing an undergraduate 
degree in Wildlife Biology and a Master of 
Science degree in Ecology at the University of 
Guelph in Ontario.

Following her schooling, Rachael worked at 
the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario, where 
she conducted field surveys for insect 

collecting and processed insect samples from 
around the world for DNA barcoding. Rachael 
also returned to the University of Guelph's 
Norris Lab as a research manager, working 
with several applied conservation projects 
surrounding the monarch butterfly (Danaus 
plexippus).

During her time as Canada's New Noah, 
Rachael was immersed in both 'in situ' (in the 
field) and 'ex situ' (in captivity) conservation 
work, with a variety of plants and animals. 
Her experience taught her the important link 
between theoretical models of conservation 
and practical ways of implementing them. 

Back in Canada, Rachael is applying her 
new learning in her Ph.D. studies at Trent 
University, studying the foraging ecology and 
population biology of the Canada lynx (Lynx 
canadensis) in the Yukon. 

Good luck Rachael!
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With educational facilities on 
Jersey in the Channel Islands, 
U.K., and Mauritius in the Indian 
Ocean, the Durrell Conservation 
Academy is a world leader 
in conservation capacity 
development, operating at the 
interface between in-situ and ex-
situ conservation.  

To date the Academy has trained 
more than 3,500 students, who 
have learned from some of the 
world’s leading conservation 
practitioners in the art and 
science of species conservation.

THE DURRELL 
CONSERVATION 
ACADEMY

My time as Canada’s New 
Noah has fostered in me a 

renewed sense of optimism and 
enthusiasm for conservation 
biology and research. I am 

grateful for the time I spent in 
this special place on the planet, 
but I look forward to returning 
home to start the next phase 
of my journey in becoming a 
conservation professional.

- Rachael Derbyshire  
2017 New Noah
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FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

Western painted turtle eggs being 
incubated in our British Columbia lab.
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EXPENSES

REVENUE

18% Corporate 
& Foundations 

33% Government

41% Individuals 1% Other

74% Conservation Programs

10% Administration

16% Marketing & Fundraising

18% Pollinators

25% Birds

43% Reptiles & Amphibians

13% Other

PROGRAMS

7% Contracted 
Projects
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Saving Canada's species at risk is a monumental task. Wildlife Preservation Canada 

believes that our success cannot be achieved without strong partnerships and generous 

funding. We want to thank all our corporate, foundation, and individual donors who 

believe in our work and are willing to invest in the future survival of Canada's wildlife. 

THANK YOU

Corporate & Foundation Donors

The Kathleen-Mary and Walter Barron 
Family Foundation

Jean and Fred Biehl Fund of the Elgin-St. 
Thomas Community Foundation

Leon Judah Blackmore Foundation

Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company 
of Canada

Bonterra Organic Vineyards

Bremner Family Fund

Burt's Bees Canada

Patrick Hodgson Family Foundation

K.M. Hunter Foundation

The King Foundation at the Community 
Foundation of Ottawa

Individual Donors

Wildlife Patron
$10,000 and above

Wildlife Preserver
$1,000 - $9,999

Barbara Alderson
Anonymous

Victoria Berriman
Elizabeth Churcher

Brian J Dawson
John Grandy
Douglas Hart

Estate of Jocelyn Howden
Martin Kuhn

Martha Rogers 
3 Anonymous donors 

Alan and Patricia Koval Foundation

LoyaltyOne

Helen McCrea Peacock Foundation

Merrifield Family Foundation

The Rogers Foundation

The Schad Foundation

The Sitka Foundation

Takla Foundation

TD Friends of the Environment Foundation

Wilyn Pharmacy Inc

Gail Luckhart
Carole Marshall

Catherine McLean
Patricia McKenzie

Alec Monro
Roberta Olenick

Richard B Richardson
Marvin Tarek
Julie Wood
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Kyle Ahluwalia
Jane Amro

Carollyn Andrews
Robert Argall

Janice Banigan
Cindy Barr

Miriam Barry
Larry Baswick
Darby Bayly
Eva Bednar
Teri Belyea
Monica Betz
Nancy Biehl

Constance Boldt
Frank & Margaret Both

Rosemary Bower
Borka Boyle

Gina Breitkreutz
Ruth Bucknell

John Capin
Anne Chisholm

Elizabeth Churcher
Maurilio Cocca
Helen Coulter

Donald Creelman
John Crookshank

Anne Curtis
Ian D'Mello

Kathleen Dallman
Rizzanne Dapitan

Kathryn Dempster Nicholson
Harriet Dent

Jean Desrochers
James Dickenson

Steve & Rosemary Digby
Jean Dilcock

Bruce Dowling
Criscentia Dunbar

Janis Emberly
Carolyn Freeman

Fiona Griffiths
Lucy Guest

Margaret Hallward

Beverley Hamilton
Laurie Hammond

Robin Hardy
Fleur Hardy

Carol Hargreaves
Shirley Harris
Douglas Hart
Randal Heide
Wei-Ning Ho

Flor De Maria Horta-Ash
Theresa Ichino
Jolanta Jason
Dave Johnson
Janet Kellam

Mark Kennedy
Richard Klotz

Ivars Kops
Robert Laker

Don & Kathy Lea
Joyce Litster

Margaret Lock
Cornelia Lopers
Sandra Lowry

Zona Macdonald
Dolores MacDonald
Nancy MacPherson
Cindy Manderscheid

Brenda Mann
R. Gordon Marantz

Ruth Masters
Denise McCready

Shirlee McEdwards Monteith
Elizabeth McGregor
N. Clare McMartin

Patti Meier
Harold Mills

Dianne Lee Moore
Robert P. Morgan

Gayle Morton
Vivienne Muller
Maria T. Necchi
Joanne Neely

Brenda-Lee Normey

Suzanne Pals
Myrna Pearman
Donna Pearson

Danuta Plachcinska
Hannelore Plonka
Marilyn Prevost

Mabel Ralph
Lea Ray

Richard Richardson
Johanne Rioux

Silvia Rodriguez
Richard & Elizabeth Rooke

Lina Sakellaropoulos
Nancy Sawers
Katie Schenk

Emmeline Scott
John Seeback
Marian Sinn

Rita Sorensen
Steve Spring

Joyce Standish
Donald Stark

Rosemary Stiell
Bridget Stutchbury

Gina Taylor
Wendy Tremblay

Helen Van Volkenburg
Chris von Boetticher

Ann Walsh
Anne Ward

Joan Warren
Gertrud Waseem
J. Michael Watts

Georgia West
Louise White

Karen Whitney
Dalene Wilkins
Peggy Wilson

Jay Wilson
Patricia Wrightsell

Joanne Young

Wildlife Guardians are a special group of dedicated individuals who support our work through 
recurring monthly donations. Wildlife Guardians make it possible for our conservation teams to help 
endangered animals throughout the year by providing steady funding. 

Friends of Wildlife
$500 - $999

Daniel Barnhoorn
Cindy Clarke

Jonathan Dawrant
Stuart Fine

Rosanne Gasse
Ian Glen

Dorothea Godt
Loretta Heide

Glen Holmwood
Nancy Kennedy
Viola Loewen

Rod MacFadyen
Marion Magee

James McDonald
Stephanie McLarty

Nancy Netting

William Noble
Joan Poulsen

Karen Somerville
Laurie White

Ken Whiteford
Christiane Willox

Yara Willox
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OUR OPERATIONAL PARTNERS
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Founder 
Gerald M. Durrell OBE

President
Stephanie McLarty 

Vice-President
Bridget Stutchbury, Ph.D.

Secretary
Pinar Ozyetis

Treasurer
Shripal Doshi

Directors
Christopher Boynton
Jay Bryant
Ian Glen (Past President)
John Grandy
Douglas Hart
H. Alec B. Monro
Andrea Murray
Joanna Robertson
Julie Wood
Lance Woolaver, Ph.D

Honourary Directors 
Chris Von Boetticher
Louise Gervais 
Kathryn B.P. Dempster 
Graham F. Hallward 
Anson R. McKim 
William Noble 
Thomas C. Sears 
Eleanor R. Clitheroe 
W. Paterson Ferns, C.M.
Stephen T. Molson 
Lee Durrell, Ph.D.
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5420 Highway 6 North
Guelph, ON N1H 6J2

1-800-956-6608
1-519-836-9314 

 
wildlifepreservation.ca


